
European conference organised by

EUROGIP

What are the challenges and the opportunities of
the digital transformation as regards health and
safety at work in Europe? The question will be at
the heart of the EUROGIP Discussions that will be
held on 15 March 2018 in Paris.

The round tables will address this issue from
different angles: the influence of ICTs on work
organization, the impact of the digital economy on
the insurance and prevention of occupational
injuries with a focus on online platforms, the point
of view of European social partners.

The conference is addressed to representatives of
public authorities, companies (employees, HR,
safety managers, QHSE & CSR, ...), social partners,
prevention specialists, doctors and nurses,
consultants, academics, etc.

The EUROGIP Discussions will be moderated by
the journalist Régis de Closets.

Simultaneous French / English translation will be
provided.

To find out more, programme and

registration form

www.eurogip.fr

PROFILE OF
CONTRIBUTORS

Joachim BREUER is Director General of

DGUV, the German Social Accident

Insurance, which covers more than 70 million

people, and President of the International

Social Security Association (ISSA). After

studying law at university in Bonn and Berlin,

he obtained his degree in 1984 and became a Doctor of Law in

1985. Joachim first worked for the German Federal Ministry of

Agriculture and Forestry before joining the Federation of German

Accident Insurance Institutions (HVBG). In 1995, he became

Director General of the Accident Insurance and Prevention

Institution for the German Mining Industry and in 2002, he

returned to the HVBG, now DGUV, as Director General. Besides

his occupation, Joachim holds a leading position in several other

German organizations. His international affiliations most notably

are: Vice-President Europe of Rehabilitation International (RI),

President of the "Club de Genève - Global Social Future", which

he founded, and co-President of the International Disability

Management Standards Council (IDMSC, Canada). He is also a

member of the Board of the European Forum of insurances

against accidents at work and occupational injuries and of the

Pacific Coast University (PCU) in Canada.

Jorge COSTA-DAVID is a Principal

Administrator in the European Directorate-

General for Employment, Social Affairs and

Inclusion / Health and Safety Unit. His current

responsibilities cover policy initiatives and

respective follow-up on occupational

diseases, asbestos, nanomaterials and nanotechnologies, mental

health and psychosocial issues in the workplace. Previously, Jorge

worked in the Commission's Directorates-General for Enterprise

(Entrepreneurship and SMEs), Health and Consumer Protection

and Environment. Experience prior to working for the European

Commission includes 9 years of medical practice, 5 years of

secondary school teaching and 5 years of interpreting/translation

work. Jorge is eclectic, having degrees in medicine (MD), public

health (DipPH), education (MA), modern languages (MIL) and

business administration (MBA).

Christian EXPERT is Vice President of the

Board of EUROGIP and Medical Officer

Coordinator of an inter-company civil

engineering department in Nice (France). As

CFE-CGC representative, he has just been

appointed 2nd Vice-President of the National
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Commission for Workers' Occupational Injuries after having been

Alternate Counsellor and then Full Counsellor since 2003.

Obtained his medical doctorate in 1981, Christian also holds a

Certificate in Occupational Medicine - which he has practiced since

1983 -, a DESS in Labour Relations Law and a Certificate of Judicial

Expertise.

Yann FAVRY is Quality, Safety and

Environment Manager at Schmidt Groupe,

the leading French kitchens manufacturer

with the Cuisines Schmidt and Cuisinella

brands. In particular, he supervises a team of

nine technicians, manages the QSE

programme and implements management systems that comply

with ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001 standards in

production plants. After a university degree in Life Sciences &

Chemistry, Yann obtained a Master's degree in Safety, Health and

Environmental Management (University of Mulhouse), then an

engineering degree in this field (University of Wuppertal) and an

MBA in Sustainable Development and Corporate Social

Responsibility (Strasbourg School of Management), all with

honours. Nominated "Digital Company of the Year" by Usine-

Digital.fr in 2014, Schmidt Groupe has embarked on a strategy of

robotization and digitalization in order to increase the quality of its

products, while giving priority to the human aspect.

Liliana GORLA has been Human Resources

Director of Siemens SAS France since October

2015. She started her career at Siemens in

2001, in charge of the Compensation &

Benefits department. From 2003 to 2007,

Liliana was Director of Human Resources for

one of the group's companies. After 3 years at the head office in

Munich, she took over responsibility for Talent Acquisition and

Employer Branding in Italy from 2010 to 2012. Prior to joining

Siemens, Liliana developed her skills in various HR functions as a

manager at Ernst&Young and 3M Italy, where she started her

career after studying languages. She is passionate about social

media and committed to the cultural and digital transformation of

the company.

Raphaël HAEFLINGER has been Managing

Director of Eurogip since 2007. Most of his

career experience has been with the French

national health insurance fund for employees

(CNAMTS), first as manager of relations with

the healthcare professions, and then as head

of the Director's office and Office Director. In 2003, Raphaël

entered the Occupational Risks Department (DRP) of the

CNAMTS as special adviser to the Director, before taking charge

of the Occupational Risk Insurance Department.

John HARKIN is a Senior Policy Advisor at

Ceemet, the leading European lobbying

organization and the recognized social

partner of manufacturing industries on

employment and social policy issues. John is a

graduate of the Dublin School of Business, he

has an MBA, and is a former Parliamentary Adviser with the

European Parliament. With over 10 years of legislative experience,

John is an expert in employment and social affairs. In his day-to-

day work, he advises the members of this organization which

represents more than 200,000 manufacturing companies across

Europe, providing 35 million direct and indirect jobs. Ceemet also

drives European sectoral social dialogue with its counterpart trade

union, IndustriAll.

Marine JEANTET is Occupational Risk

Director at the French National Health

Insurance Fund for Employees (CNAMTS).

She is a specialist public health doctor who

started her career in 2002 with the French

Agency for Healthcare Products before

joining the Agricultural Social Insurance Mutual Benefit Fund as an

expert on drugs and medical devices. In 2007, she joined the

Social Security management team as assistant to the Deputy

Director for financing the healthcare system, notably taking

charge of establishing and monitoring the national health

insurance spending target ("ONDAM"), and coordinating the

health insurance part of the draft Social Security Financing Act. In

2010, she became a medical adviser to the Social Security Director

and worked on subjects such as the modernization of the

healthcare offering and experimenting new systems of

remuneration for healthcare professionals in healthcare homes,

hubs and centres. In 2011, she joined the Inspectorate General of

Social Affairs and carried out various assignments, chiefly in the

field of healthcare and social welfare. In early 2015, Marine joined

the CNAMTS.

Stephen KINGHORN-PERRY is Head of the

Foresight Centre of the UK Health and Safety

Executive. He is professionally qualified (H&S

and clinical microbiologist) with experience in

both the private and public sector. He worked

for 17 years in clinical laboratories, before

joining HSE as specialist inspector (microbiology) in 1999. He has
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worked in several Divisions and Units of the HSE. He has acted as

the lead inspector for microbiology in the Defence, Science and

Technology Laboratory, undertaken biocide exposure assessments,

worked with European colleagues to implement new exposure

assessment tools, led on risk communications and foresight work,

helped implement new government policy for working with

biological agents following the Pirbright foot-and-mouth disease

outbreak and worked in the Office for Nuclear Regulation.

Bruno MAGNIN is Director of Quality, Safety

and Environment (QSE) Sustainable

Development at Bouygues Bâtiment

International since April 2016. A graduate of

the Institut du Nord (now the École Centrale

de Lille), he has specific expertise in safety

and health management, ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001

and ILO OSH 2001 management systems, and the

implementation of LEAN procedures for construction operations.

Bruno is also President of the Association des animateurs sécurité

des entreprises du BTP (ASEBTP, Association of Safety

Coordinators for Construction Companies). In his opinion,

prevention has everything to gain from new technologies.

Marc MARANZANA is Director of Open

Innovation and Digital Technology at Colas,

the world leader in the construction and

maintenance of transport infrastructure. Prior

to that, he was Director of Material

Investments for Northern Europe. Marc has

launched a number of innovative projects, including that relating

to an outpatient industrial exoskeleton, with a world first

prototype in 2014 and the deployment of a preproduction model

on site in 2017. In 2006, he was also a pioneer in on-board

telematics for construction machinery on the entire Swiss fleet,

connecting 100% of construction sites. He also helped introduce

the world's first ultra-vacuum flat plate solar thermal field in an

existing industry (180°C working temperature) in 2009 and, in

2013, contributed to the invention of a tunnel machine that can

wash a half-arch in a single pass at 2.5 km/h, thereby saving water

and energy and reducing exposure to spray.

Lorenzo MUNAR has been working as a

Project Manager with the European Agency

for Safety and Health at Work (EU-OSHA)

since October 2006. He is currently managing

the OiRA project, a legacy of the 2008-09

European Campaign on Risk Assessment and

he is the content manager of the forthcoming Healthy Workplaces

Campaign on Musculoskeletal Disorders. Before joining the

Agency he worked as a researcher at the Université Libre de

Bruxelles, where he carried out several studies on stress, OSH and

gender issues and occupational risk prevention in various sectors of

activity.

Stéphane PIMBERT is Director General of

the Institut national de recherche et de

sécurité (INRS), headquartered in Paris and

the Lorraine Research Centre. The Institute

works on occupational disease and injury

prevention in France. Before this appointment

in July 2009, Stéphane was Director of the INRS Research Centre

from 2007 to 2009. A graduate in Law and Political Science, he

has worked as an organizational consultant for Eurogroup

Consulting and as Secretary General of the Services branch of the

French Association for Quality Assurance/Association Française de

Normalisation (AFAQ/AFNOR).

Jérôme PIMOT is the co-founder of CLAP,

the Collectif des Livreurs Autonomes de Paris.

A former courier for the Deliveroo bike

delivery service, he is now campaigning

against the Uberization of work. A trade-

unionist and self-employed entrepreneur,

Jérôme is also the National Coordinator of CAVAL (Coordination

d'Action Vers l'Autonomie des Livreurs), and the Vice-President of

CoopCycle, an open-source software for cooperative delivery.

Susanne ROSCHER is Head of the

Occupational Psychology Department in the

field of OSH at the German Institute of

Accident Insurance for the Administration

(VBG). An expert in "Work 4.0", she also

heads the "New forms of work" group within

DGUV, the German Social Insurance for Occupational Injuries.

During her studies, Susanne focused on work and organizational

psychology. She then worked as a researcher on these topics at

the University of Hamburg, specializing in stress and conflict

management. Susanne received her PhD for her research on

"Conflict Management and Harassment Prevention".

Katalin SAS has been working as a project

manager in the Prevention and Research Unit

of the European Agency for Safety and

Health at Work (EU-OSHA) since 2009.

Recently she was involved in the European

Parliament's pilot project ‘Safer and healthier
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work at any age’, focusing on occupational safety and health in

the context of an ageing workforce, and she was the content

project manager for the 2016-17 EU-OSHA Campaign on 'Healthy

Workplaces for all Ages’. She is also the project manager for

activities related to research coordination and OSH research

priorities. Between 2002 and 2009, before she joined EU-OSHA,

she worked for the Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, where

she was involved in research and project management for various

occupational safety and health-related European projects.

Bert SCHOUWENBURG is the International

Officer for GMB, one of Britain's largest trade

unions with some 620,000 members in both

the private and public sectors. He has worked

for GMB for nearly 25 years, initially for the

London Region and then in the National

Office where he is responsible for implementing GMB's foreign

policy on issues concerning trade relations, corporate supply

chains and development initiatives. His particular sphere of

interest is in Latin America where GMB have strong connections in

a region at the forefront of the fight against precarious work.

Antonio TERRACINA has been “Tariff and

Risk” manager of the Technical Advisory

Board for Occupational Health and Safety

(CONTARP), Italian Workers’ compensation

Authority (INAIL) since 2013. After graduating

in chemistry in 1994, he worked for two years

for the Cyanamid Agriculture division of American Home

Products. Since 2000 he has worked on the Technical Advisory

Board for Occupational Health and Safety (CONTARP) of INAIL.

He has worked for several years in the field of OSH, handling

several projects aiming to reduce insurance premiums for “safe

companies” or to grant funds for improving health and safety in

the workplace. He is involved in several standardization and

accreditation processes mainly dealing with OH&S-MS, and

represents Italy on several international committees: delegation

head for PC283 for the ISO 45001 project; CEN advisory

committee on OH&S (SAB-OH&S) in Brussels; Advisory

Committee for Safety and Health (ACSH) of the European

Commission in Luxembourg. Since 2006 he has been certified as

an OHSAS 18001 auditor. An instructor on several training courses

on OH&S for companies and the academic world (La Sapienza

and Roma3 Universities), he is the author and co-author of several

publications including a software for the calculation of “non-safety

cost”. 

Thierry VENIN is an associate professor at

the Université de Pau et des Pays de l'Adour

(UPPA) for the Master's degree in sociological

studies and communication technologies

(ICT), and associate doctor of the Joint

Research Unit (UMR 5319) CNRS-UPPA on

psychosocial and ICT risks. After having been Director of

Information Systems, he heads a computer engineering agency

(Numérique64) specialized in educational ICT (EICT), ICT and

solidarity (disability, loss of autonomy, distressed populations, e-

inclusion), modernization of public action, and IT assistance to

client organizations. Finally, Thierry is the author of a book intitled

"Un monde meilleur ? Survivre dans la société numérique" (A

better world? Surviving in the Digital Society) published by DDB.

Thiébaut WEBER was elected Confederal

Secretary to the European Trade Union

Confederation (ETUC) at the 13th Congress in

Paris in 2015. A young trade unionist and

former student activist in his native country,

he has been a member of the Confédération

française démocratique du travail (CFDT) since 2007, first as a

youth delegate and then, in 2014, as a policy adviser for

international and European affairs. From 2011 to 2013 he chaired

the ETUC Youth Committee. Born in Mulhouse, he studied history

at the University of Haute Alsace and remained passionate about

history. During his studies, in 2005, he became President of the

Association fédérative des étudiants du Haut-Rhin, then in 2006 of

the Fédération nationale des Associations Générales d'Étudiants

(two student organizations). In 2014, Thiébaut completed a

Master's degree in Continuing Education in Employment and

Skills Management at the University of Paris I. He is also an avid

reader and rugby player.


